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Abstract

Organizations need to give insiders access to sensitive customer data, but compromised insiders with broad access are the reason for many damaging data leaks. Ideally, access control would limit insider access to a minimum, while still letting people do their jobs. Access control systems exist to determine a user’s permission for a resource, and there has been much research about how to incorporate context and environment into those decisions (e.g. attribute based access control). But these systems deny access if a query might leak sensitive data, leaving applications to deal with denied queries, and ensure that queries only touch data the querier is allowed to see. This thesis explores a way of integrating flexible and contextual access into a model where every query can be answered (albeit perhaps with redacted data).

We sketch the design of a new kind of database that by construction redacts data. It shows employees limited views of the data by default, but allows them to flexibly upgrade their access as needed. Our design combines redactions over data with capability-based authorization to temporarily upgrade an insider’s level of access. A prototype demonstrates that such a design could be practical.
1 Introduction

1.1 Problem

Fine-grained access control in databases is hard, since it trades off better security through tighter permissions against the ability to flexibly query data. Database administrators often choose flexibility when faced with this tradeoff, which results in overly broad permissions. This risks serious data leaks, as compromised employees or third party accounts typically have access to lots of personal customer information. For example, a single employee’s account at Starwood Hotels leaked 5.2M guests’ information including passport numbers and payments [18]. Similar leaks have occurred at retail companies, Uber, Twitter, and even cybersecurity companies [5, 25, 30, 31].

We believe that overpermissioning arises because employees’ data access needs are dynamic. Who needs access to what constantly changes, and access control systems must adapt accordingly. For example, customer service representatives at a hotel must access bookings and content moderators must access social posts. However, at any given point in time, they will need access to only one or two bookings or posts, not all of them. And which exact bookings or posts they need access to can be determined based on their workflow context: what causes the access (e.g., a customer phone call or a flagged post) can tell us what the employee is working on and thus what data they need access to.

In a perfect world, every employee has access to exactly the data they need at any given moment in time, no more and no less. In this world, a database access control system would meet both an organization’s needs to restrict access to user data in order to protect their customers, and insiders’ need to access data to do their job.

Much research has been done around making access control dynamic, and a lot of it is centered around making Access Control Lists (ACLs) more aware of the context/environment in which they are invoked [12, 16, 33]. Although we believe that this is moving in the right direction, we note that this sort of “gatekeeper” of resources model is limited in the actions
it can take: it can either allow access, or deny it, forcing applications to deal with denied queries. In the extreme this may lead to a crashed application, and will in any case lead to a disruption in the current workflow. Early on during the scoping of the problem we wanted to address, we made the decision that we want to go beyond this binary, and the systems we build should be able to answer every query. This means that decisions about who has access to what might have an answer of “yes but with some modifications”. In other words, our design is trying to unify two dimensions of flexibility: support for constantly changing permissions, and support for a spectrum of access levels that go beyond having access or not.

In its simplest form, redacting data that is returned could mean just removing sensitive rows/columns. However, this is not far removed from simply denying access to certain resources. We want to build a system that supports a broader range of data redaction policies that match practical use cases.

For example, it could allow modifications of data, so that, rather than getting an empty credit card table, an employee might get one back with random numbers. This also allows for more redactions to be feasible: developers, for example, need access to realistic data in order to see what users might see, but don’t actually need access to the sensitive information.

Another example is that correlations might need to be hidden – for example between users and posts, between guests and bookings, or between addresses and names. In order to preserve the data while hiding the correlations, one could imagine a type of redaction that creates fake new entities (e.g., users) and re-associates data to them (e.g., addresses).

1.2 Background

The setup that this thesis addresses is the following: there is an application back-end, through which different users access data, and then there is a database, which contains data including sensitive information. The goal is to place into this setup a system whose purpose is to apply redactions to data before it reaches the application.

We first consider a design in which this new system is separate from the database, and
Figure 1: (a): a query rewriting system: red (potentially dangerous) queries go in, are rewritten to take into account/additionally apply redactions, and run on a database with sensitive information, returning a redacted result; (b): a result rewriting system: red (potentially dangerous) queries are run on a database with sensitive information, the result is checked and redactions are applied, returning a redacted result.

acts as a proxy to it. Such a design has the advantage of being deployable as an add-on to current databases. Given this constraint, there are two places where enforcement can happen. The first is that it could be a query rewriting system (QRS), which edits a query before it is even run on the database. The rewritten query then itself performs the redactions in the database and returns redacted data (Figure 1a). There are existing systems that do this, e.g., Qapla [21], but in this section we consider query rewriting systems in general.

A QRS needs to be able to interpret the SQL enough to understand what the query is asking for, and then potentially rewrite the query to avoid reading sensitive data (or, in service of more versatile redactions, might modify or add data). Understanding the query well enough to do this necessarily means reasoning about the query and data in the database:
it requires the QRS to parse the SQL string to understand what tables and columns are accessed as well as what rows are contained in the result; on top of which the QRS must then rewrite the query to implement the desired redactions. On top of this complicated reasoning, the result is a more complex query that is likely to take longer to execute (because it does additional work of removing/modifying/adding data).

The second place that enforcement could happen is in a result rewriting system (RRS), which redacts the results of the query - e.g., when adding noise in systems that offer differential privacy (DP) guarantees [17, 20, 24]. By applying the redaction to the query result, the query execution itself happens over the raw data and is independent of the redactions (Figure 1b). A RRS, similarly to a QRS, also needs to reason about the query, but in a more indirect way: the RRS needs to be able to reverse-engineer where the data came from, and then understand how to post-hoc apply redactions. This may be simple for some types of redactions (e.g., adding noise to aggregations), but will be more complicated for others (e.g., modifying credit card numbers, or creating new users and re-associating bookings with them). Thus, for both QRS and RRS, we come to the conclusion that a system supporting a wide definition of redactions would end up needing to reason about the query execution process. This is undesirable: the QRS/RRS would need to understand query semantics and take into account data-combining operations like joins and aggregations, which duplicates functionality that already exists in the database and introduces complexity and potential for mistakes.

In order to explore further options, we let go of a previously held assumption: that the data-redacting system is not part of the database. If it is integrated with the database, there are now two further options available: data redaction can change the data stored, or it can change the process of how queries are executed. We will find that the former is promising, but leads to undesirable levels of complexity, and from there derive our approach (§3), which changes how queries are executed. Given an approach that changes the data that is stored, a strawman approach would make a copy of the database for each potential querier, and each
copy contains the information that querier is allowed to see. In this case, all queries from employee Susan run on Susan’s mirror (Figure 2), which contains a copy of the database appropriately redacted for Susan.

Broadly, this approach of creating a multi-database system (MDBS) is seen in e.g., MultiverseDB [19]. And creating a system that at the very least simulates this reality is desirable: it is conceptually simple, and obviously correct.

The two obvious problems with MDBS are (1) its space complexity, and (2) the fact that changing permissions would require effectively re-deriving the contents of the entire database (to re-create the copy, with whatever permission changes reflected in the data now contained in that copy).

The space issue could be mitigated by creating a limited number of mirrors of the database (as in, materialized copies of the database) that hold the modified (and therefore freely query-able) data. As a base case, the system could return the results from just running on that mirror. Changing permissions could then be encapsulated in just the deltas to the baseline mirror of the database.

Realizing this is where the approach becomes untenable, consider our assumption that users’ context and permissions frequently change. Imagine the following scenario: as a
baseline, a customer service representative (CSR) at a hotel does not have access to guests’ booking information (i.e. they are removed in the mirror). Now, they are on the phone with a guest, Caroline, so they temporarily have higher permissions where Caroline’s bookings are revealed to them. Creating a whole new mirror of the database is impractical, since we expect changes in permissions to be a common occurrence: on the next phone call, the CSR would need a new mirror that contains the new guest’s bookings (and no longer contains Caroline’s).

Storing just the changes in data imposes less space overhead, which in this case would mean storing the rows that the temporary permissions revealed. The rows would need to be added to any results for this user. If a query touches just the bookings table, the rows can be appended to the result – although this must into account the queries filters, projections, or aggregations, which then becomes a problem of incremental query execution [3, 14]. This model breaks down even more on joins: what if the user now wants to join the table where they have an extra row with some other table? We would have to now entirely re-run the query to get any joined data for the newly visible row.

In summary, this model works well for straightforward querying over redacted data, but supporting changing permissions seems to require both computational and intellectual complexity that is unsatisfying (and, as it turns out, unnecessary).

1.3 Our Approach

The Funhouse database ¹, centers around three core principles: limited default access, which respects the principle of least privilege [26]; temporarily upgrading access to capture context; and putting the machinery for enforcing the access control rules into the database itself.

A Funhouse database always answers any query it receives, but returns partial or redacted data, customized to the querying employee and their situational context. The default access level for most employees will be heavily restricted by redacting database contents, but it

¹Named for funhouse mirrors, which distort the images they display
forms the baseline from which they upgrade their access as needed. For example, a hotel customer service representative (CSR) arrives at their job with minimal access to most customer information (e.g., sees only dummy emails and anonymized hotel bookings).

Cheap and easy upgrades that integrate with practical application workflows are core to Funhouse. Database admins and frontend developers can use upgrades liberally to integrate granting access to data into a workflow where it is needed. For example, when a customer calls the CSR to update their booking, the CSR gets an upgrade that deanonymizes this specific booking.

Instead of enforcing policies before performing queries or trying to redact the actual data in storage, Funhouse integrates access control—redactions and upgrades—into the query execution engine. Access upgrades remove redactions: if the query engine no longer applies redacting transformations in a query, then the real data becomes visible to the querier.

Because redactions are evaluated and applied per query, it’s easy for employees to use different access control permissions in different queries by using different upgrades. Because Funhouse supports changing access policies via upgrades, Funhouse addresses a threat model centered on damage limitation rather than perfect security guarantees. This is realistic about the fact that insiders do need to have access to data, while still addressing the need for practical systems that provide protection against curious insiders (e.g., employees snooping on specific customers) and mass data exfiltration using insider accounts.

1.4 Challenges

Making Funhouse a reality requires addressing several open challenges.

**Challenge 1: How to specify redactions and upgrades, and what can they express?**

Redactions should be expressive enough to capture fine-grained data access policies. We can imagine many different types of redaction, ranging from simple data removal or modification, to complex transformations that show completely synthetic data. Upgrades should be able to partially or fully cancel any redaction, e.g., restore access to only part of a removed data
object.

**Challenge 2: How to authorize upgrades while avoiding overprompting?** One could imagine a system that automatically allows updates, but this would seriously degrade the system’s level of security. Explicit upgrade authorization may seem more secure, but frequent use of upgrades to temporarily elevate employees’ access may be burdensome, as each upgrade needs to be authorized by someone.

**Challenge 3: How to apply redactions correctly and efficiently?** One strawman approach, which works correctly for simple redactions such as data modification and removal, first redacts the contents of the input tables, and then executes the SQL query over those redacted temporary tables. But this may be inefficient: the redaction operator may transform many rows and columns only for the rest of the query execution to discard them. In addition, some redactions might need to be placed elsewhere in query execution: e.g., a redaction adding DP noise to aggregations must be applied right before results are returned.

**Challenge 4: What are reasonable write semantics over redacted data?** Funhouse must determine reasonable semantics for writing to redacted data (if allowed at all), given that redactions hide some data in the database from a writing client.

## 2 Design

We now present a high-level overview of a possible Funhouse design, and initial solutions to these challenges.

### 2.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows the Funhouse-application workflow. Applications use Funhouse in place of their database, with an additional setup step to establish redaction policies. Regular day-to-day interactions include upgrades made by the application on behalf of employees when they need more access to data while doing their jobs, and the usual database interactions of reads and writes. Funhouse applies redactions (with upgrades) to query results, returning
Figure 3: (1) Developers perform a one-time setup to add static redaction policies to Funhouse; (2) Employee clients dynamically upgrade their data access when required to perform their jobs; (3/4) Funhouse executes queries and applies redactions and upgrades as specified, returning (potentially redacted) query responses to the client.

potentially redacted query responses to the client. Funhouse also keeps an audit log of upgrades authorized and used.

Funhouse organizes sets of redaction operations into *mirrors*. Mirrors are a logical concept which conceptually represent a redacted version of the database. During setup, application developers specify the different employee roles and what set of redactions to apply to each role. Funhouse then internally creates a mirror for each role, storing the associated redactions.

### 2.2 Redactions

Funhouse internally represents redactions as a combination of a predicate and a type of redaction operation: the predicate specifies which data the operation applies to, and the redaction operation specifies a transformation of the data. Three conceivable types of redaction are: removal, which removes the selected data entirely, modification, which changes the cell
values, and decorrelation, which in a central table creates fake entities, and in tables with
group keys to the central table overwrites foreign keys to point to the newly created fake
entities. From the application’s perspective, defining a redaction could look like `MODIFY
guests SET passportNum=XXXX WHERE true`.

### 2.3 Upgrades

Funhouse must authorize upgrades prior to application. There are two conceivable workflows
for Funhouse to authorize upgrades: higher-up employees can grant access to data unredacted
for them, and data subjects (external application users) can grant access to data that is tied to
their identity (e.g., a hotel guest granting a CSR access to their bookings).

If a data subject is authorizing an upgrade, then Funhouse checks that the upgrade only
exposes rows tied to the data subject. It does this by analyzing the upgrade predicate and
ensuring that it restricts affected rows through a comparison with an identifier for the data
subject. If another employee is the one authorizing an upgrade, Funhouse translates both
the upgrade’s predicate and the authorizing employee’s redactions’ predicates into boolean
logic, and feeds the logic formulas to an SMT solver. If the result is unsatisfiable (meaning
there can be no data that both the upgrade and the authorizing insider’s redactions apply to),
Funhouse knows that the upgrade only reveals data the authorizing insider can already see,
and thus permits the authorization.

Upgrade authorization partly determines the level of security that Funhouse is able
to achieve. Funhouse’s redactions are guaranteed to hide the existence and/or content of
redacted data from a client, but if the client obtains a properly authorized upgrade to access
the data then they can see (and leak) the data. However, Funhouse also creates an audit trail
that helps detect anomalous behavior by insiders and raises the alarm before large quantities
of data can be extracted.

Funhouse represents upgrades internally as a predicate with a timestamp that marks the
end of the upgrade’s validity, e.g., `UPGRADE guests.passportNum WHERE guestID=5`,
Funhouse integrates upgrades with redactions that affect the same table columns, so that upgrades nullify redaction effects. Integration occurs via combining upgrades’ predicates with the appropriate redactions’ predicates. In the example, the upgraded redaction would be

```
MODIFY guests SET passportNum=XXX WHERE true AND NOT guestID=5.
```

Given an authorized upgrade, Funhouse creates a temporary individual mirror for the requesting employee. This mirror contains exactly the same redactions as the mirror for the employee’s role, but also integrates the upgrade with corresponding redactions that affect the same table columns. This allows upgrades to affect only one employee’s access levels, while other employees in the same role still observe the original redactions in the role’s mirror.

### 2.4 Query Processing

Funhouse internally plans and executes queries like any SQL database, but adds redaction application to the query plans. It does this by creating a new kind of operator: the redaction operator, which is added to both logical and physical plans.

The placement of the operator within the query is critical for correctness. This placement is made simpler by the fact that every redaction that Funhouse supports can be evaluated and executed on each row in isolation, because it means that Funhouse can (and in fact must) apply redactions right on top of the input tables (Figure 4).

For example, if Funhouse processed

```
SELECT * FROM bookings WHERE guest.email = caroline@gmail.com
```

and applied the filter over guest.email before applying redactions that anonymize email addresses, Funhouse would still return Caroline’s bookings even if the email is anonymized in the returned results. Instead, by redacting the email first, Funhouse ensures that the filter returns only bookings that satisfy the filter after redaction.

The operator itself scans the input table and applies a given redaction if two conditions are met: (i) if the redaction’s predicate applies, and (ii) if there are no upgrades that also would select the given row. In other words, redactions are applied for a given row only if the
Funhouse adds a new redaction (\(\Delta\)) operator to query processing, which redacts input data. Redaction application occurs prior to any other operators to produce query results as if the input tables in fact contain redacted data.

redaction’s predicate selects the row and no upgrade does.

2.5 Query Optimization

This naive-but-correct version of Funhouse is simple, but inefficient: applying redactions to all tables and rows touched by a query may be more work than is necessary. But because Funhouse makes redactions an explicit operator in the query plan, it is free to optimize query execution by reordering operators so that redactions get applied to fewer rows, while still maintaining correctness. To achieve this, Funhouse can push selective operators (e.g., filters, projections) down but preserves all read-write dependencies: the Funhouse query optimizer should never swap two operators where the child operator reads a column that the parent operator modifies, and vice versa. For example, Funhouse does not move a filter that reads
column A down past a redaction that writes to column A. Importantly, Funhouse can only apply these optimizations because it reasons about data redactions as part of its query plan.

2.6 Writes

Funhouse chooses to enforce that clients can only write to data that has no redactions applied to it (i.e., data they can see because it is unredacted or falls under a current upgrade). This avoids complications like leaking the existence of hidden rows if someone tries to write a row that already exists, but that row is removed in their mirror.

3 Implementation

3.1 Prototype Details

We built a prototype of Funhouse in 5,300 lines of C++. It is an in-memory database that supports most SQL queries. It has internal data structures for storing the contents of the database, as well as mirrors, redaction operators, and upgrades.

Mirrors are initialized with a set of Redactions, defined via a map from table name to a vector of Redactions. Mirrors also have methods to bless Upgrades (for both internal and external users), and a method to apply a given Upgrade. Lastly, Mirrors contain a PseudoEntityStore, which is used to keep track of the fake entities created by any decorrelation redactions (so that they can remain stable across query invocations).

Redactions as a baseline contain a Predicate (which is an internal data structure that can evaluate whether it applies to a given Row), as well as a vector of Upgrades (initially empty). Redactions also have a field defining their type, and there are subtypes of Redaction for different kinds of Redactions. Two are straightforward:

1. RemoveRedaction: contains no further fields.

2. ModifyRedaction: for every column to be changed, contains a function that maps from an original Cell value to a modified one.
The third, decorrelation, is more involved and refers to a central table and dependent tables that have foreign keys into them. It also requires a differentiation between pseudoEntities that are additional vs ones that replace existing entities, which is reflected in the following two types of redactions:

1. DecorrelateRedaction: this is created for both the central table (i.e., the one where the new entities are to be stored) and other tables (where the foreign keys into the central table need to be overwritten). Thus, this Redaction type needs to know what table it refers to, whether that table is the central table, and the key column (to either be overwritten, or by which to index to find PseudoEntity replacing the real one).

2. AddPseudoEntitiesRedaction: is very similar to a DecorrelationRedaction, except that here instead of replacing existing entities, the PseudoEntities are appended to the table (i.e., they exist as additional users).

Finally, all Redactions have at least the following methods:

1. Apply(Row row, std::optional<PseudoEntityStore*> pe-store): applies the redaction to a given row (in place).

2. DoesRedactionApply(Row row): returns a boolean indicating whether the redaction applies to the given row.

3. AddUpgrade(std::shared_ptr<Upgrade> new-upgrade): adds the upgrade to the current Redaction.

4. GetColumnsRead(): returns the columns that the redaction reads (helpful for optimization).

5. GetColumnsWritten(): returns the columns that the redaction writes (helpful for optimization).
In order to implement query optimization, Funhouse iterates over the graph of the logical plan in topological order, and moves down data-reducing operations (i.e. filters and projections) as specified by a set of optimization rules. In doing so, Funhouse keeps track of whether the plan has changed, i.e. whether it was able to move an operation down. Funhouse continues to iterate over the graph until it has done a full iteration where it was unable to move anything. Funhouse also ensures that where possible it removes a Redaction from the plan wholesale. This happens when it moves an operation past a Redaction in a way that completely eliminates from the results any of the output the Redaction would have, for example if all columns written to by the Redaction are being projected away. As a further optimization, in the physical plan contiguous scan operations are all executed in the same pass over the input data. The prototype relies on the Z3 [22] constraint solver to check whether an insider can authorize an upgrade for another insider. It also uses the HyRise SQL parser library [13] in order to parse SQL queries.

3.2 Limitations

The prototype has some limitations. For one, it does not support the full range of possible SQL queries. It lacks support for subqueries, joins beyond two tables, or aliasing in joins or columns in general. The prototype also does not use indexing for optimization, and is fully in-memory. Additionally, Redactions are currently created directly as the Funhouse-internal data type in the application code, but one could imagine developing a more user-friendly interface to extract the necessary information from a different syntax, for example a SQL-like specification interface.

4 Evaluation

We built a prototype of Funhouse in 5,300 lines of C++. Our prototype is an in-memory database that supports most SQL queries, as well as redactions and upgrades. It relies on the Z3 [22] constraint solver to check whether an insider can authorize an upgrade for another
insider.

4.1 Case Study

We evaluate our prototype with a case study of a hotel’s database. The database contains tables for guests (the application’s data subjects), rooms, bookings, staff, cleanings, and credit cards. We configure a mirror for CSRs, which applies redactions that:

1. anonymize the first and last name, email, and phone number of all guests;
2. hide all payment and credit card information by replacing them with placeholders;
3. decorrelate future bookings and those within the last year, to hide time-sensitive information about guests’ whereabouts.

In addition to these redactions, we include an upgrade to reveal an individual guest’s data. This upgrade removes any redactions applied to the guest’s bookings and the guest’s entry in the guests table.

4.2 Results

Our experiment populates the database with a plausible dataset for a small hotel’s bookings: 450 guests and 500 bookings over 20 rooms, with other tables populated proportionally. We measure the query runtime for three queries:

(Q1) a query that combines booking and credit card information for a specific booking. This exercises the second redaction, returning placeholder credit card numbers.

(Q2) a query that joins bookings with guest information. This exercises the first and third redactions: all guest information will be hidden, and bookings within the last year will be associated with fake guests created by Funhouse.

(Q3) a query that joins cleaning and booking information to get a specific staff member’s cleanings. No redactions will apply to the query result.

We compare the following setups running the query: (i) without any redactions; (ii) with redactions but without redaction-aware query optimizations; (iii) with redaction-aware
optimizations; and (iv) with redactions, redaction-aware optimizations, and upgrades.

A good result would show that Funhouse’s redactions and upgrades add small, acceptable overheads and that redaction-aware query optimizations reduce these overheads.

Figure 5 shows the results. As expected, processing redactions within the query plan adds overhead (1.3–2x). Redaction-aware query optimizations, however, reclaim much of this overhead on Q1 and Q3, and improve Q2’s runtime. Figure 6 shows the full rewrite of Q1’s logical plan: optimization not only performs filter and projection pushdown as a normal query optimizer would, but also drops the redaction on the bookings table, since the query uses none of the redacted columns. This reduces the number of redactions applied and number of rows modified by the redaction. Q2 sees the highest overhead from redactions, as it returns all bookings and guests with redactions applied. But even Q2 benefits as projection pushdown through the redaction removes several columns the redaction modifies. In Q3, the query does not use any data touched by redactions, and Funhouse’s optimizer therefore removes the redactions.
Overall, redaction-aware optimizations remove the overhead of redactions entirely on Q3, reduce it to 1.2x on Q1, and to 1.6x on Q2. Adding upgrades incurs little to no further overhead, which makes sense, as upgrades merely nullify redactions. The absolute query latency remains within single-digit milliseconds despite redactions and upgrades. Since our prototype is an in-memory database, we measured pure query execution overhead; a persistent database would add I/O cost in all setups that reduces the relative overhead.

These results demonstrate that Funhouse’s approach of integrating data redaction and access upgrades directly with query execution is viable.

5 Related Work

Classic ACLs as well as large-scale permission systems like Amazon’s IAM [4] and Google’s Zanzibar [27] allow users to define access rules to resources. This also includes attribute based access control (ABAC) [8, 23, 34], and any other systems that make access judgments
based on rules and/or other factors. These systems increasingly support more flexible rules with approaches like attribute-based access control, which allows rules to be based on factors beyond the user’s role, such as time of day or location; although these ultimately still boil down to a set of predefined rules. These approaches also enforce rigid allow/deny policies that cannot respond to the context of a user’s access except via pre-defined attributes. Funhouse seeks to provide more flexibility by allowing applications to integrate upgrades, which are flexibly defined over the database contents (i.e., any attributes expressible in SQL), into their workflow where context requires them.

Works like the Open Policy Agent [1] make the point that it is desirable to “decouple policy from the service’s code”. However, this is contraindicated by the aforementioned work, which is actually turning around and taking separated policies like ACLs and trying to bring contextual information back into them. Funhouse makes the argument that the baseline access permissions can and should be separate from the service’s code and workflow, but that the upgrades are in fact not only entangled with factors visible to the application code, but in fact are to a large extent determined by that context.

Database access control allows users to grant and revoke privileges to users or roles for specific actions (e.g., insert or select) [2, 6, 7, 9, 23, 28, 29, 32]. This allows for fine-grained privileges, but typically only allows or denies access to data, and is meant to support only static policies. Other approaches grant access to (potentially redacted) database views, but require pre-defining views for each user or role [11, 15]. Policy checking systems such as Qapla [21] and BlockAid [35] determine whether a query is allowed or not. Qapla rewrites queries to only select data that is allowed by a policy, and BlockAid transforms SQL queries into logic statements to determine whether the query touches only data contained in views that the querier is allowed to access (without materializing those views). Both BlockAid and Qapla cannot react to contextual cues. Qapla redacts data only via replacement with predetermined values, while BlockAid completely blocks the query from running if the policy disallows access, instead of returning partially-redacted data.
Multiverse Databases [19] create a conceptually separate database for every user, and apply per-user privacy policies. Multiverse DBs show users redacted versions of the base database contents, but realize this by creating per-user materialized views, which come with high space and write processing overheads. To date, no practical performant implementation of multiverse databases exists.

View-based access control systems [10, 15] are in the space of trying to respond to every query, but are less flexible than Funhouse: there can only be a few actually materialized views, and queries have to be aware of exactly what view they need to run on, given the current context. Additionally, changing someone’s permissions requires creating an entirely new view definition, as well as potentially re-deriving a materialized view.

Databases focused on k-anonymity or differential privacy (DP) guarantees [17, 20, 24] have orthogonal goals to Funhouse, and have no notion of role-based privacy levels or modifications to these levels (i.e., Funhouse’s upgrades). In the case of DP, these systems support only aggregate queries.

6 Conclusion

6.1 Summary

In conclusion, we have designed a new database that redacts the data that it holds by default, and in a way that is dependent on who is querying. We find that doing so allows us to support two dimensions of desirable flexibility: on one hand no query is rejected, because data returned can be redacted; on the other changing someone’s permissions in Funhouse can be a common operation, by the fact that users’ access is re-evaluated at every query and only the change needs to be specified (rather than an entirely new policy that includes the change). On a fundamental level, evaluating redaction policies at query time has allowed us to have the redactions apply on the level of the data, but the specifications for them exist on a higher declarative (and thus more flexible) level.
In order to realize this, we create a new operator that understands who the querier is, and what redactions should be applied for them. The operator then applies the given set of redactions to whatever the input was, letting the rest of the query execute as if the data had been in the redacted form all along.

We also designed a way of applying traditional query optimization techniques for operator reordering to the new operator, so that ideally the query only ends up applying redactions (a potentially expensive operation) to data actually returned.

We implemented a prototype that supports a basic set of SQL operations, and three types of redactions. In addition, we created a case study for a hotel database, and used it to verify the correctness of the redactions as well as evaluate the optimizations we implemented.

### 6.2 Future Work

Our design takes a first stab at addressing the challenges for creating a Funhouse database; we propose potential next steps here.

**Upgrade Authorization and Overprompting.** Our design allows employees to grant access to data they have unredacted access to. However, upgrade requests may frequently prompt employees to grant their approval, leading to burdensome overprompting. We plan to explore how the database could introduce a notion of rate-limited, audited upgrade templates that authorizing employees can sign once, and which automatically authorize a particular set of upgrades. The template could include not only the upgrade content, but also the user role and other attributes that are conditions for automatic approval. Even so, templates reduce oversight on upgrade usage, and a compromised employee might abuse them. Making such templates and their approval user-friendly is an interesting direction for further research, and will likely require new APIs and user interfaces.

**Redaction and Upgrade Representation.** Our design currently supports a limited form of redaction that selects and applies to one row at a time. Improvements on our design may add support for more complex redactions, e.g., redactions over joined rows, redactions over
aggregations, or redactions that even create fully synthetic databases following some realistic
distribution of data values. More complex redactions require reasoning about how to ensure
correct and efficient placement of the redaction operator (or operators), and how redactions
may compose.

**Writes.** Our current design only allows writes if the writer has unredacted access to the
data to be written. This has the downside that it might lead to frequently failing writes and
consequent prompts to the client to upgrade, burdening both the client and authorizer. We plan
to explore both relaxing this requirement on writes (and the resulting consequences on write
semantics), and directions such as write-only upgrade templates to reduce overprompting.
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